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ABSTRACT: Surface layer proteins perform multiple functions in
prokaryotic cells, including cellular defense, cell-shape maintenance, and regulation of import and export of materials.
However, mimicking the complex and dynamic behavior of such
two-dimensional biochemical systems is challenging, and hence
research has so far focused mainly on the design and manipulation
of the structure and functionality of protein assemblies in solution.
Motivated by the new opportunities that dynamic surface layer
proteins may oﬀer for modern technology, we herein demonstrate
that immobilization of coiled coil proteins onto an inorganic
surface facilitates complex behavior, manifested by reversible
chemical reactions that can be rapidly monitored as digital surface
readouts. Using multiple chemical triggers as inputs and several
surface characteristics as outputs, we can realize reversible switching and logic gate operations that are read in parallel. Moreover,
using the same coiled coil protein monolayers for derivatization of nanopores drilled into silicon nitride membranes facilitates
control over ion and mass transport through the pores, thereby expanding the applicability of the dynamic coiled coil system for
contemporary stochastic biosensing applications.

1. INTRODUCTION
Over the past few decades, the collective eﬀorts of the scientiﬁc
community at large have provided insight into the structural
organization and structure−function relationships of countless
biochemical systems. Much of this knowledge is now guiding
the design of biomaterials for multiple uses in biotechnology
and nanotechnology. Of particular interest, direct manipulations of native protein sequences and the de novo design of
non-native sequences are being implemented for the development of molecules and assemblies with properties and
functions that diﬀer fromand sometimes even surpass
those of their natural counterparts.1−6 Investigations in this
arena have traditionally targeted thermodynamically stable,
“static” unimolecular architectures or small complexes.
However, inspired by the dynamic nature of protein networks
in cells, scientists have recently expanded the repertoire of
protein functions through the preparation and characterization
of relatively complex synthetic networks.7−11 We now show
that further progress toward real-world applications can be
achieved via dynamic assembly of proteins into extended arrays
on solid-state surfaces, akin to a 2D monolayer. Our strategy is
based on conceptually mimicking the functionality associated
with the 2D layers of proteins covering the surface of
prokaryotic cells, also known as s-layer proteins.12−16 The
dynamic assembly of these natural proteins is aﬀected by
© 2021 American Chemical Society

various chemical cues (e.g., binding to calcium ions), and the
resulting (para)crystalline layers, which are ∼10 nm thick,
serve as an additional barrier and communication platform
between the cell and its environment. We show herein that the
assembly/disassembly of synthetic coiled coil proteins onto a
solid-state surface is controlled by multiple triggers and that
the newly formed monolayers of ∼8 nm thickness exhibit a
variety of surface layer properties, enabling multiplex surface
functionality.
In previous work on the development of synthetic dynamic
networks, it was shown that the high-density information
embedded in such networks can be harnessed as Boolean logic
gates and more sophisticated chemical computation schemes
that produce digital outputs. The motivation for our current
research originates from ample recent evidence that molecular
computation can promote the development of intricate
functional systems (“devices”) for delivery, sensing, molecular
electronics, and more.17−32 On the basis of an early body of
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Scheme 1. Dynamic Assembly of Coiled Coil Protein Monolayers: (a) Reaction Cycle Connecting the Three Monolayer States
and the Diﬀerent Triggers and Environmental Conditions Applied to Cause Switching between the States; (b) Representation
of Nanopores in the Pristine State and after Each Step of Functionalization by the Protein Monolayers as Depicted in (a); the
Nanopore Measurement Setup Is Shown at the Bottom

A small number of studies, including a work by the
authors,44 have demonstrated in the past coiled coils assembly
on gold surfaces45−48 and have furthermore revealed that the
speciﬁc interactions between the peptide helices forming the
proteins can be utilized to control the aggregation of gold
nanoparticles47,48 or the electronic properties of the surfaces
on which they assembled and controlled charge transport to
the surface.44 In the current work, we address the next
mechanistic challenge by presenting a dynamic system that
operates reversibly on a silicon nitride (Si3N4) surface, turning
it into a responsive functional system. Triggering the
interconversion between coiled coil protein monolayer states
leads to changes in several Si3N4 surface characteristics,
including its dielectric response, hydrophobicity, and light
emission properties. We exploit these changes as the digital

work that elucidated the sequence-speciﬁc oligomerization of
coiled coil proteins,33−36 we developed, a few years ago,
various logic gates and simple computational elements
propelled by template-assisted autocatalysis and cross-catalysis
reactions.37−39 Remarkably, related coiled coil protein systems
have very recently facilitated modular protein logic for
regulating functions in cells.40−43 However, the utility of
these systems has been largely limited to soluble monomeric
proteins or small complexes. We postulated that exploiting
dynamic protein assemblies on surfaces will allow expanding
the repertoire of accessible logic operations, facilitate easier
detection of the gate outputs, and may open the way for
multiple uses of the protein-derivatized surfaces, for example in
sensing applications.
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Figure 1. (a) Peptide sequences used in this study and their measured molecular weights. (b) Helical wheel representation of the glutamic acid-rich
(PE) and lysine-rich (PK) peptides forming the heterodimeric parallel coiled coil assemblies. (c−e) Structural characterization of the heterodimeric
coiled coil complexes in solution. (c) Circular dichroism (CD) characterization of PE:PyPK complex formation during the titration of a PyPK
solution (17.5 μM) with a PE solution (0, 4, 8, and 17.5 μM; shown as the shift from the blue to purple plots). (d) Fluorescence spectra (λex = 344
nm) obtained for the titrated samples shown in (c). (e) Helically folded fractions as a function of the temperature, deduced from the (222 nm) CD
signals during thermal denaturation of PE (35 μM), PyPK (35 μM), or PE:PyPK (17.5 μM each). Experiments in (c−e) were performed in 5 mM
MOPS buﬀer, pH 7. (f−h) Surface characterizations during the reaction cycle depicted in the inset to (f). Switching in the clockwise (solid line) or
anticlockwise (dashed line) directions is presented by changes in the surface complex refractive index (f) measured by ellipsometry and presented
as monolayer thickness, in the water contact angle (WCA) in (g) and in the ﬂuorescence emission (h; λex = 342 nm, λem = 386 nm).

outputs of chemical switches and logic gates. Remarkably, we
demonstrate that multiple gates can be operated simultaneously in a single process. To demonstrate the applicability of
the new system, we show that the output of the digital switches
and logic gates can be read directly as an electronic signal by
using the protein monolayers to modulate the ion current
through nanopores drilled into a Si3N4 membrane. This setup
is utilized here to aﬀect and amplify the signal signature of an
analyte translocation through the nanopores, thus making our
system attractive for future stochastic sensing applications.49−51

surfaces or at the rims of nanometric pores drilled in Si3N4based membrane devices (Scheme 1). The coiled coil
structural motif is frequently found in native proteins (appears
in >5% of all protein structures),35 and the design constraints
on coiled coil folding have been clearly identiﬁed.4,35,52−58 We
hypothesized that the high modularity of the coiled coil system
and its responsiveness to multiple external triggers allow the
design of dynamic protein layers on a solid support. In our
system, glutamic acid-rich (PE) and lysine-rich (PK) peptide
sequences were designed such that they would form parallel
heterodimeric complexes of about 7 kDa, containing a Ile-Leu
hydrophobic core and exhibiting perfect charge matching
between residues at the g and e heptad positions of the
opposing helices (Figure 1a,b).36,44 The C-terminus of PE was
functionalized with a short thioester group to allow dynamic
covalent attachment to a thiol-bearing Si3N4 surface. This

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
2.1. Dynamic Coiled Coil Protein Monolayer Reaction
Cycle. We utilized coiled coil proteins containing short
thioester linkers to prepare dynamic monolayers on Si3N4
17443
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Figure 2. Dynamic switching between surface monolayer states. (a−f) Changes in surface characteristics (layer thickness, water contact angle, and
386 nm light emission) observed during ﬁve switching cycles between monolayer state II and state III. Switching from state II to III was induced by
the assembly of PyPK on PE-functionalized Si3N4 surfaces. Switching back to state II was obtained by denaturation with GdnCl (a−c) or by adding
the competitor molecule PE′ (d−f). (g−l) Changes in surface characteristics observed during ﬁve switching cycles between state I and state III.
Switching from state I to state III was induced by the assembly of the PE:PyPK coiled coil complex on MPTMS-functionalized Si3N4 surfaces;
switching back to state I was obtained via the TTE reaction (using SNAC = RSH; (g−i)) or hydrolysis at pH 8 (j−l). Speciﬁc reaction conditions
are given in the Supporting Information, section 1.3.

showed that the heterodimeric coiled coils complex with
melting temperature Tm = 68 °C was signiﬁcantly more stable
than the respective homodimeric complexes (Tm = 49.5 °C
and Tm = 42 °C for PE and PyPK dimers, respectively).
We established a fully reversible interconversion between
protein assembly states by switching in two opposite reaction
pathways: state I → II → III → I and state I → III → II → I
(Scheme 1 and Figure 1f−h). Three diﬀerent surface
properties, i.e., the complex refractive index as measured by
ellipsometry and presented as the layer thickness (Figure 1f),
wettability, expressed as the water contact angle (WCA; Figure
1g), and ﬂuorescence emission (Figure 1h), were aﬀected by
the transition between the monolayer states and were
monitored in parallel.
Switching from state I to state II was readily achieved by
exposing the MPTMS monolayer to the PE solution (0.75 mM,
overnight) and yielded an increase of about 1 nm in the layer
thickness (Figure 1f), suggesting that the PE monolayer was
organized in a partially collapsed random coil conformation.
This molecular arrangement could also explain the moderate
change in surface hydrophobicity (Figure 1g), inferred from
the WCA measurements, upon transition from state I (θ ≈
57°) to state II (θ ≈ 64°). State II was triggered to switch into
state III by exposing the PE monolayer to a PyPK peptide

reversible covalent bonding, together with the assembly/
disassembly process of the coiled coils, enabled active
triggering and interconversion between three diﬀerent
monolayers: 3-mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane (MPTMS)
linkers, termed state I, peptide monomers (PE), state II, and
folded coiled coil heterodimers (PE:PyPK), state III (Scheme
1a). Various chemical triggers, namely, pH regulation and/or
the introduction of small molecules or competing peptide
molecules, were used to reversibly activate the switching from
one assembly state to another (Scheme 1).
All PE and PK peptide derivatives (Figure 1a) were
synthesized and puriﬁed in-house and characterized by
HPLC and MS (Figures S1 and S2). The PK and/or PE Ntermini were equipped with pyrene or coumarin dyes (Figure
1a), when needed, providing light emission tags to detect
changes in direct ﬂuorescence or Förster resonance energy
transfer (FRET). Titration assays performed by the addition of
increasing amounts of PE into PyPK solutions revealed the
exclusive formation of heterodimeric coiled coil complexes, as
shown by the appearance of the typical coiled coil helix circular
dichroism (CD) signal (Figure 1c) and an increase in pyrene
monomer ﬂuorescence emission associated with the disassembly of the weakly held PyPK dimers (Figure 1d). In
addition, thermal denaturation experiments (Figure 1e)
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and its detachment via either a TTE reaction (Figure 2g−i) or
hydrolysis of the thioester bond at pH 8 (Figure 2j−l). These
multiple switching patterns conﬁrmed, once again, the fully
reversible nature of the assembly processes needed to facilitate
the gating functions discussed in the following sections. A
slight degradation of the coiled coils monolayer (state III in
Figures 2g−i and 2j−l) was observed during continuous
cycling. We attribute this degradation to partial prevention of
the coiled coil formation by nonspeciﬁcally attached protein
molecules remaining from previous cycles.
The dynamic assembly of the protein monolayers was then
used to control the ion ﬂow through nanopores functionalized
with the coiled coil proteins (Scheme 1b). The nanopore ion
current, which depends to a signiﬁcant extent on the nanopore
eﬀective diameter and the chemophysical properties of its rim,
has often been used as a detection signal in biosensing
devices.60−62 Following our previous demonstration that
ﬂuctuations in the nanopore ion current can be used to
monitor minute changes in the folding state of a peptide
monolayer,63 we postulated that the changes in the coiled coil
monolayer states, which are accompanied by changes in the
layer thickness (Figure 1f), could be followed by monitoring
the current. The ohmic current−voltage (I−V) relationship
was monitored ﬁrst for the pristine nanopore (about 14 nm in
diameter) and after functionalization of the nanopore rim with
MPTMS, PE, and PE:PyPK (states I, II, and III, respectively).
The resultant reduction in the ionic current with each
functionalization step (Figure 3a) signiﬁed a reduction in the
eﬀective diameter of the nanopore, which was evaluated by

solution (0.18 mM; 1 h), forming a monolayer of the folded
coiled coil complex (PE:PYPK). Following this process, we
observed a signiﬁcant increase of 6.1 ± 0.5 nm in layer
thickness (Figure 1f), which is of the same order as the full
length of 6.7 nm of the coiled coils assembly in solution,44,59
thus implying a nearly vertical conﬁguration and high coverage
of the surface by the proteins. A signiﬁcantly more hydrophilic
surface was obtained for state III (θ ≈ 25°; Figure 1g),
indicating that the hydrophobic amino acids of the coiled coil
complexes were buried in the assembly core, while the
hydrophilic side chains remained accessible to the aqueous
environment. Additionally, the surface layer ﬂuorescence
emission (386 nm), which was low in the absence of dyes
(states I and II), increased signiﬁcantly upon adsorption of the
ﬂuorescently tagged PyPK molecules in state III (Figure 1h). To
complete this cycle, state III was switched to state I by
hydrolysis of the thioester bond in an alkaline environment
(pH 8; 1.5 h twice), yielding signiﬁcant reductions in the layer
thickness and surface emission and an increase in the WCA
(Figure 1f−h).
In the reverse process, state III was directly prepared from
state I by exposing the MPTMS-functionalized surface to a
solution of premade coiled coil PE:PyPK protein (0.18 mM; 1
h). Previous studies have demonstrated the coiled coil
monolayers disassembly through denaturation due to pH
and/or temperature changes.46,47 Here, denaturation by adding
the guanidine hydrochloride denaturant (GdnCl; 6 M; 1 h) led
to switching state III back to state II. The process again led to
reductions in the layer thickness and the ﬂuorescence signal
and an increase in the WCA to give values representative of
state II (Figure 1f−h). Finally, state II was switched back to
state I by alkaline hydrolysis of the thioester bond, leading to a
further reduction in layer thickness and an increase in the
WCA (Figure 1f−h). Notably, all three surface properties
remained almost the same after completing the reaction cycles,
regardless of the pathway direction (Figure 1f−h).
2.2. Reversible Switching of the Surface-Layer
Protein Properties. An important bioinspired feature of
our new system is that multiple triggers could be applied for
switching between the diﬀerent states (Scheme 1). For
example, switching state III to state II could be achieved
either by adding GdnCl (Figure 1f−h) or by introducing a
competitor peptide, PE′identical in sequence to PE but
lacking the C-terminus thioester groupto hybridize with
Py
PK, thereby removing it from the surface (Scheme 1 and
Figure 1a). Likewise, switching from state II to state I (or from
state III to state I) could be performed by alkaline hydrolysis
(Figure 1f−h) or by a trans-thioesteriﬁcation (TTE) reaction
induced by the addition of a small thiol molecule (Nacetylcysteamine; SNAC; 3 mM, 1.5 h three times).
Furthermore, the reversible nature of the system allowed us
to repeatedly switch between the three states, enabling parallel
changes in the layer thickness, wettability, and emission surface
characteristics (Figure 2). Five successive cycles of switching
between monolayer states II and III were completed by
inducing the folding and assembly of coiled coil protein
monolayers, via the addition of the PyPK monomer to surfaces
prefunctionalized with the PE peptide, and triggering the
reverse coiled coil unfolding process by either (GdnCl)
denaturation (Figure 2a−c) or competition with PE′ (0.4
mM; 1 h) (Figure 2d−f). Repetitive switching between
monolayer states I and III was achieved by the direct assembly
of the PE:PyPK complex on MPTMS-functionalized surfaces

using the simple relationship d =

4GL
σπ

, where d is the

eﬀective pore diameter, G the conductance of the nanopore, L
the thickness (20 nm) of the membrane, and σ the solution
conductivity (10.5 S m−1 at 23 °C).64 Accordingly, the
eﬀective thickness of the functionalizing layer tML was
calculated as tML = (dpris − dstate i)/2, where dpris and dstate i
are the pristine and functionalized nanopore diameters,
respectively. Excellent agreement was found between the
layer thickness calculated from the nanopore conductivity and
ellipsometry measurements of samples prepared on silicon
nitride submersed in parallel in the electrolyte cell (Figure 3b).
Covering the nanopore with the coiled coil assemblies (state
III) induced an almost complete shuttering of the pore (>90%
blockade), indicating that the respective monolayer thickness
values account for the formation of highly dense monolayers.
Considering that a single coiled coil complex occupies an area
of ∼200 Å2,44 we calculated that the state III coiled coil
monolayer consisted of about 900 protein dimer assemblies
within the nanopore.
Switching between the partially open state II and the almost
completely blocked state III of the silicon nitride nanopores
was achieved by in situ alternating additions of PK (state II →
III) and GdnCl (state III → II) to the electrolyte solutions
(Figure 3c). Indeed, the current ﬂowing through the nanopore
decreased and increased consecutively, as reﬂected by the
percent blockage, calculated as the percentage of residual
current with respect to the current ﬂowing through the pristine
nanopore (Figure 3c). The switching process was found to be
extremely robust for at least ﬁve cycles. Here again, the
changes in the thickness of the functionalizing layer on the
nanopore rim, calculated from the measured I−V values, were
very similar to the values obtained from ellipsometry on silicon
nitride chips immersed in the measurement cell (Figure S3).
17445
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FRET acceptor (sequences are shown in Figure 1a). Titration
experiments, performed by the gradual addition of a CouPK
solution into a PyPE solution, showed a gradual reduction in
pyrene monomer emission (∼390 nm) and in the excimer
emission (∼490 nm) associated with the disassembly of the
weakly held PyPE dimer, accompanied by an increase of the
FRET emission at 455 nm due to the formation of the
Py
PE:CouPK complex (Figure 4a).
As a ﬁrst demonstration, the NOR and OR logic gates were
realized in parallel by using the monolayer of heterodimer
Py
PE:CouPK coiled coil complex (state III) as the initial gate
state and the competitor peptide PE′ and GdnCl as the gate
inputs (Figure 4b). As could be expected from the similarity in
monolayer characteristics for PyPE:CouPK and the abovediscussed PE:PyPK complex, state III (0,0 input) comprised a
thick monolayer (∼6 nm; Figure S4a) of folded proteins. This
arrangement has brought the FRET dyes of PyPE and CouPK
close to each other, hence emitting light at ∼450 nm (Figure
S4b). Introducing either one of the two gate inputs separately,
or both together, triggered unfolding of the coiled coil
assembly and the release of CouPK, leaving behind a monolayer
of the random coil PyPE molecules. Therefore, the surface layer
thickness measurements indicated a decrease for each one of
the latter input combinations to ∼2 nm (Figure S4a), very
similar to the values obtained for the PE-modiﬁed surfaces in
the above-described switching experiments (Figure 2a,d),
hence accounting for the NOR gate (1000; Figure 4b).
Concurrently, the ﬂuorescence signal extracted from these
input combinations as the ratio of the ﬂuorescence emission Iλ
= 386 nm/Iλ = 450 nm increased due to a decrease in FRET
emission at 450 nm and an increase in the pyrene monomer
emission at 386 nm (Figure S4b). We note a maximal change
in the FRET ratio for the (1,1) input case and slightly more
modest changes for the (1,0) and (0,1) inputs, thus
representing the OR function (0111; Figure 4b).
Additional demonstration for gathering the chemical
information by logic operations was devised in a stepwise
manner to develop a relatively complex three-input threeoutput gate system. In the ﬁrst step, only the parallel AND and
INHIBIT logic operations were accomplished by using the
MPTMS-functionalized surface (state I) as the initial state, the
two peptides PyPE and CouPK as inputs, and the surface layer
thickness and ﬂuorescence (386 nm) as parallel output signals
(Figure S5). The surface thickness was found, as expected, to
be low in all cases (1 and 2 nm for the MPTMS-derivatized
and PyPE-derivatized surfaces, respectively), except for the
(1,1) input case when both PyPE and CouPK were added
(sequentially) and formed a thicker layer of folded proteins
(∼6 nm; Figure S5a), thus presenting the expected AND
function (0001; Figure S5c). The layer emission, measured in
parallel (Figure S5b), was low when no protein was attached to
the surface (0,0 input) or when CouPK was introduced to either
an MPTMS-derivatized (0,1) or a PyPE-derivatized (1,1)
surface. Almost 1 order of magnitude higher emission was
observed in the case in which PyPE alone was attached to the
surface (1,0 input), reﬂecting the conditional INHIBIT gate
(0100; Figure S5c). This experiment was a subset of a more
sophisticated three-input three-logic-gates system, presenting
in parallel the AND, INHIBIT, and NAND operations (Figure
4c and Figure S6). The experiment was initiated with an
oxidized (disulﬁde) MPTMS-functionalized surface (0,0,0)
state, and the third input of the logic system was the reducing
agent, tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP), which served to

Figure 3. Gating silicon nitride nanopores with the coiled coil protein
monolayers. (a) I−V relations for the pristine nanopore (14 nm
commercial nanopore in a 20 nm thick silicon nitride membrane) and
after functionalizing the nanopore rim with MPTMS (state I), PE
(state II), and PE:PK (state III) monolayers. Curves were measured
from −190 to +190 mV with 10 mV intervals of 0.25 s each for
nanopore membranes sandwiched between two reservoirs of a Teﬂon
cell ﬁlled with KCl solution (1 M) in Tris-HCl buﬀer (10 mM, pH 7)
and equipped with Ag/AgCl electrodes (see Scheme 1b). (b)
Comparison of the layer thicknesses calculated from the ellipsometry
measurements and from the nanopore conductance values (slopes of
the I−V curves in panel a). (c) Sequential reversible nanopore gating
by continuous in situ switching between states II and III. The current
blockage (%) in each cycle was calculated from the current changes
ΔI/I, where I is the current at 190 mV of the pristine nanopore and
ΔI is the diﬀerence between this value and the current measured for
the functionalized nanopore under the same applied bias.

2.3. Computational Logic Gate Motifs in the Dynamic
Coiled Coil Surface Layers. The high-density molecular
information contained within the coiled coil dynamic system
(Figures 1 and 2) was exploited to express several Boolean
logic gates and simple computation operations. To expand the
array of digital signals available to produce the gates, two
slightly modiﬁed peptides were synthesized as a FRET pair,
namely, the thioester peptide PyPE (a PE sequence labeled with
a pyrene moiety) as the FRET donor and the complementary
peptide CouPK (PK labeled with 7-hydroxycoumarin) as the
17446
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control the redox state and the availability of free MPTMS
thiol head groups in state I, thereby facilitating or inhibiting
the PyPE assembly. By monitoring all three surface signals in
parallel, namely, the layer thickness (Figure S6a), ﬂuorescence
(386 nm emission; Figure S6b), and hydrophobicity (WCA;
Figure S6c) for the eight combinations of the three inputs, the
AND (00000001), INHIBIT (00000100), and NAND
(11111110) gates were successfully demonstrated (Figure 4c).
The successful design of the logic gates shown in Figure 4,
particularly the parallel three-input three-output gate system,
demonstrates the versatility of our dynamic assemblies in
producing digital functions. We applied similar design
principles to perform two independent Boolean gates using
the nanopore ion current as the “1” and “0” outputs of the
gates, related to the open and closed states of the nanopore,
respectively. To the best of our knowledge, we present here the
ﬁrst demonstration of logic gate operations in nanopores
driven by controlling the proteins’ folding state.
The (almost completely) open nanopore derivatized with
MPTMS (state I) was the initial state, and PE and PK served as
the inputs producing the NAND gate (Figure 5a). Here,
introducing PE (1,0) or PK (0,1) solutions separately either did
not change the current or induced only a slight decrease in the
current (Figure S7a), featuring the “1” output, while the

Figure 4. Expression of Boolean logic operations by using the
dynamic protein surfaces. (a) Fluorescence spectra obtained for
titration of a PyPE solution (17.5 μM) with a CouPK solution (0, 4, 8,
and 17.5 μM; shown by the shift from the red to purple plots); λex =
342 nm. Experiments performed in 5 mM MOPS buﬀer pH 7.0. (b)
Reaction diagram, truth tables, and experimental results for
simultaneous NOR and OR gates, performed by conditional switching
from state III to II by using the competitor peptide PE′ and GdnCl as
orthogonal inputs. The thickness outputs of the NOR gate were
normalized with respect to the (0,0) state output signal (=1.0). The
emission signals of the OR gate were extracted as the ratio of the
ﬂuorescence emission Iλ = 386 nm/Iλ = 450 nm and normalized with
respect to the emission of the gate (1,1) state (=1.0). Raw
experimental results are shown in Figure S4. (c) Reaction diagram,
truth tables, and experimental results of the 3-input AND, INHIBIT,
and NAND gates, performed by switching from state I (MPTMS
monolayer) to state II or III of the dynamic system. The inputs of
these gates were TCEP, PyPE, and CouPK, and the gate readouts were
the layer thickness (AND; normalized for (1,1,1) output signal = 1.0),
386 nm emission intensity (INHIBIT; (1,1,0) output signal = 1.0),
and the water contact angle (NAND; (1,1,0) output signal = 1.0).
Raw experimental results are shown in Figure S6.

Figure 5. Expressing Boolean logic operations by nanopore gating. (a)
Schematic design and experimental results displaying the NAND gate
for nanopores derivatized with MPTMS (state I) as the initial state
and PE and PK as inputs. (b) Schematic design and experimental
results displaying the conditional IMPLY gate, initiating from the PEderivatized nanopore (state II) and using PK and GdnCl as inputs. In
all cases, “0” and “1” outputs were related to the impeded and
enhanced ion current through the pores, at 190 mV, respectively. The
corresponding I−V curves are presented in Figure S7.
17447
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Figure 6. Ampliﬁcation of the analyte translocation signal by nanopore modiﬁcation with the coiled coil proteins. (a) Schematic representation of a
gold colloid translocation through a nanopore modiﬁed with a coiled coils monolayer. (b) Current transient at 300 mV applied voltage for an 18
nm nanopore, modiﬁed with each one of the monolayer states, after addition of 5 nm gold colloidal particles (50 μL, 0.01%) to the cis chamber.
Transient of the pristine nanopore before the addition of gold colloidal particles is presented at the top as a reference. Spikes in the transient plot
represent current blockage due to translocation of a single gold colloidal particle through the nanopore. (c) Magniﬁcation of a typical translation
spike and the corresponding spiking events’ scatter graph for each of the system’s states. Additional statistical analyses of the characteristics of the
events are presented in Figure S9. (d) Average current blockage (ΔI/IBG percentage) observed due to translocation of gold colloidal particles in
each of the system states, highlighting the signal ampliﬁcation factors (see text).
17448
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increases the sensitivity of the nanopore, may improve the
detection of various analytes, particularly small-sized analytes.
Clearly, the use of the coiled coil system allows for the ﬁnetuning of the nanopore diameter and surface chemistry to
further improve its sensing capabilities. Furthermore, by in situ
triggering transfer from one state of the nanopore to another,
the sensitivity can be tuned reversibly during the sensing
experiments, allowing for the detection of multiple analytes
with a single nanopore.

addition of the preassembled PE:PK complex (1,1) signiﬁcantly
blocked ion transport (Figure S7a), thereby producing the “0”
output signal (Figure 5a).
In a diﬀerent experimental conﬁguration, the partially open
nanopore, functionalized with PE (state II), was utilized as the
initial state (0,0 input), and PK and GdnCl solutions were
introduced as inputs producing the conditional IMPLY gate
(Figure 5b and Figure S7b).32,65 In this experiment, GdnCl
served as an input (1,0 input) retaining the “1” output (state
II). The system was then operated toward the production of
state III by introducing PK (0,1 input), yielding a signiﬁcant
current decrease as a “0” signal. However, in an experiment
performed with the addition of both PK and GdnCl (1,1
input), the latter input served predominantly as an inhibitor of
the folding of the coiled coils on the nanopore rim, leaving the
pore (partially) open to ion transport (state II), thus imposing
a NOT function and the IMPLY gate “1” signal.
2.4. Nanopore Stochastic Sensing Ampliﬁcation by
the Dynamic Protein Assembly. The nanopore logic gate
operations demonstrated in the previous section somewhat
resemble the complex gating regulation of natural nanopores,
e.g., in the nuclear pore complex.66 In these natural nanopores,
the gating is used to control mass transport between the
nucleus and the cytoplasm.
In artiﬁcial silicon nitride nanopores, the translocation of
molecules, which translates into spiking events in the nanopore
current, has been extensively studied and was demonstrated to
be useful for real life applications.60−62 The translocation event
characteristics, which determine the sensitivity of the
detection, are related to the relative current blockade during
translocation and the translocation duration, which, in turn,
depend on the dimensions and the surface characteristics of
both the analyte and the nanopore. To test the eﬀect of the
dynamic coiled coil functionalization on analyte translocation,
we monitored the temporal spiking events obtained during
translocations of 5 nm gold colloidal particles, as model
analytes, from the cis to the trans side of a membrane through a
nanopore ∼18 nm in diameter. This has emphasized that the
tunability in size, oﬀered by the peptide-functionalized
nanopore, allows for pronounced ampliﬁcation of the current
spiking amplitude and hence improves the analyte detection
signal (Figure 6).
The translocation experiments were repeated after successive
modiﬁcations of the nanopore with MPTMS, PE, and the
folded PE:PK coiled coil monolayers (states I, II, and III,
respectively; Figure 6b and Figure S8). While in contrast to the
natural nuclear pore complex the rate of the translocations was
still signiﬁcant, even for the largely shuttered nanopores state
III (Figure 6b), a clear increase in the magnitude of the spike,
ΔI, and its dwell time, tS, was observed with each modiﬁcation
step (Figure 6b,c and Figure S9), making this platform an
attractive tool for the development of sensitive biosensors.
Furthermore, since ΔI increased while the background current
(IBG) decreased with each modiﬁcation step, the absolute
sensing signal, ΔI/IBG, increased with each modiﬁcation step
(Figure 6d). In particular, the ﬁrst two modiﬁcation steps, with
MPTMS and PE, led to an ∼2-fold ampliﬁcation of the signal
versus the previous step, and the last modiﬁcation step with the
folded coiled coil PE:PK protein led to a remarkable 1 order of
magnitude additional ampliﬁcation of the signal (Figure 6d).
As a result, we observed an overall ∼50-fold ampliﬁcation
between the pristine and protein modiﬁed nanopore signals.
We propose that this signiﬁcant ampliﬁcation process, which

3. CONCLUSIONS
Our work presents a novel surface functionalization scheme
based on the reversible conversion between monolayers of
coiled coil proteins and their monomeric precursors. As
observed for natural s-layer proteins,12,16 the synthetic
monolayer assembly process is aﬀected by multiple triggers
and yields changes in several surface properties simultaneously.
The novel design, aﬀording dynamic interactions between
the protein monomers, and between the proteins and the solidstate surfaces, allowed us to produce the core features of logic
operations, i.e., the ﬂow of information from one or several
inputs, through a processing component to produce an output.
Such behaviors have been suggested to enable sophisticated
hydrogel manipulation algorithms and the development of
programmable materials.67 The conceptual logic operations
implemented here included the most basic features (reversible
association) and the production of multiple logic gates.
Moreover, the unique properties of the design allowed for
processing several operations simultaneously, producing multiple readouts in parallel. All the operations were obtained on
reactive surfaces, a chemical functionality only rarely
demonstrated to date,25,31 providing simple and fast readouts,
with the “write and erase” functionality of the coiled coils
system, enhancing the applicability of the design.
The applicability of our design was illustrated by using it for
solid state nanopore derivatization, allowing direct electronic
outputs of the logic gates to be extracted via the monitoring of
ion currents through the nanopores. Moreover, in the context
of stochastic sensing, the derivatization of the nanopore
generated a remarkable signal ampliﬁcation (up to 50-fold) for
a model analyte. The ability to infer on the coiled coil state
through molecular translocation characteristics, and hence on
the presence of multiple stimuli for its folding/unfolding, may
open the way for “one pot” detection of multiple constituents
in complex media.
Our study shows that the novel de novo designed coiled coils
monolayer system retains the complexity and dynamic
behavior native to biological condensed networks and thereby
oﬀers the sophistication required to develop smart programmable materials and surfaces as well as advanced sensing
schemes.
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